
receiving giving

cut to black, as i cut to white
the film's coda began the moment the train erupted from the tunnel
from that darkness, now my old country is with me again, its surface newly bleached
a blanket covering the naked bodies of our two lands and the sea between,
temporarily calling a naive truce of contours, histories, crises.

back to my laptop screen, the last scene unfurls;
suddenly the players are reborn out of the pitch
one final time, the two dance to an impossible song
in a heaven of one's desires and one's kindness.
and so this is where the battle begins.

the file finished, i resume to the desktop and to the window
this split screen, jump cut, on and offscreen, made real.
projecting from the darkness, into this white world
i realise: our lives are over now,
let's play, not pretend, but believe:

this unblemished land can be a new phrase of life
where we can listen to each other afresh.
pulling my headphones out, my ears emanate a silent call for words again.
and as i was wondering, am i, do i start conversations with strangers on trains,
he remarked that it was snowing.

----

the scientist had been dreaming whilst the film played,
subconsciously absorbing the profane and beautiful bodies id subjected him to.
so quickly shame and pride interchange
and there's nothing like watching porn in public to prove this.

the scientist had also been examining affairs of the heart
reading about new techniques to scan for irregularities.
he had been visiting family. and i? i had been running i didn't reveal.
he researches livers. he is saving lives. i have only been watching them i didn't admit.
he tells me of his childhood obsession to live forever, and to study why we age.
i don't tell him of my childhood fear of this eternal heaven.

instead i narrate a tale i once heard, a fable of a woman forced by her own customs to leave her village, her family, at the age of 
seventy, to pass into a lonely death up a mountain. and the snow fell then, too.

he swaps me stories of blue zones, the places where people last far longer. and of the french woman who was 
onehundredandtwentytwo. i remembered she smoked everyday and he was happy i knew.

we are stationed now, and i will look you up, you will look me up, we say, we lie we both conclude. we see each other again in the queue 
at the border and we ignore each other.

but in this new country, i rewind, and now reveal the door that blocked me.
steady, ready, the scientist locks my hand, i unlock my thoughts.

----

Describe This Door
i conjure the image of two in bed.
Ah Yes. the scientist remembers dreaming about it.
What Do You Think I Saw he knocks.
i imagine him imagine a weight on the man,
an oddity, a disgrace, this yearning.
lumps, blobs, skins, nonpeople.
No, Those Aren't My Thoughts he smiles.



What Were You Going To Write
titled 'the thing in the bed' id talk about my sex
and how the director always unfastens that in me,
confessing about four yous that are in or out of my rooms
And Why Wait Until Me To Write?
for fear of truth, a shame of size.
a worry that on the internet we will live forever,
our words mocked by greatgrandyouths, haunting old or future loves.
or maybe lost, misread by friends, uninterpreted by strangers.
But, This Is How Life Has Always Been he winks.

What Would You Have Said.
that a bed is a battleground. i lie in wait, with gutless patience, for the other half to draw close,
and then, that moment, our bodies are muscles, fighting the covers til we are too tired to express.
the invaders of truth, of infection, of risk, of emotion, creep underneath with us
the safety of the sheets grows, and the words are never right.
And, This is Why You Ran he surmises.

scientist.
i ran from the silent violence of an unreplied text.
caught in cycles, reremembering, dismembering
brushing my teeth to bring back that kiss
knowing we will never be one, we will never be.
and i ran to another's taste, now lingering inside me,
with the needle, the blood, the test, the wait
the wait, the wait, the weight
knowing we are both one, we are both.
and before i ran i checked a stone unturned,
to kindle that youth we once shared
make that upset minor, to feel true with each other again
knowing we were right there, we were right.
and now i run fourth, into you, the final spark
the fear of being that darkness in a new eye.
now adult, always a stand in for another us,
knowing we never left here, we never left.

---

the snow stopped and i realise the scientist had disembarked, needing to return to his research, leaving me a note thanking me for my 
truth, remarking that he'd added the film to his rental list and saying i should lighten up a little. smiley.

i had left the light on whilst i slept, and my eyelids ached as i began to wake,
not from a dream, but a real place.
and you, and you, and you, and you were there and michael caine was there,
waiting to greet me with fake kids, as the films ends.
but serious, remember this dream, michael:
remember the film sung whilst snow fell on the sea above,
floating then sinking then becoming one with from where it came.
remember, you spoke with more strangers to feel less stranger

and now home, and this is my room.
and this is our bed.
the weight still there, but it's an ok mayday.
life is dealing with the wait of another
until we can dream again.
it's all we do,
trying to make a dream a film, a song that we both can sing.
a battle in heaven, the only place where we both might win.
and now it is me writing, no longer fearing to click send,
not worrying,
but knowing
a reply will come


